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Simulating the human visual attention mechanism, salient object detection aims at
detecting the salient regions automatically, which has been applied in image/video
segmentation, image/video retrieval, image retargeting, video coding, quality
assessment, action recognition, and video summarization.

Introduction

Applications
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Motivation

According to the given labeled data, weakly
supervised/unsupervised SOD methods can
be roughly divided into the following
categories:
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ü scribble label supervision

ü point label supervision

ü image-level label supervision

ü coarse label supervision

Full Supervised 
Pixel Wise Annotation



Our Method 
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(a) A simple solution for
training the SOD model with
coarse and real labels. (b) The
proposed alternate learning
framework for weakly-
supervised SOD task under
the hybrid label, consisting of
a Refine Network (R-Net)
and a Saliency Network (S-
Net). These two networks
cooperate with each other
and train alternately.



Refinement Network (R-Net)
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Training Strategy
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Alternate iteration mechanism

Group-wise incremental mechanism

Credibility verification mechanism



Experiments

• We implement the proposed model via PyTorch toolbox and train it on an RTX 3090
GPU in my training strategy .

• Most of the previous state-of-the-art SOD models are trained on the large-scale
DUTS dataset, which contains 10,553 training images (DUTS-TR) and 5,019 testing

images (DUTS-TE).

• We use the MB method to generate the saliency maps (Coarse Label) for all the
images in the DUTS-TR dataset.

• We select the first 1,000 samples in the DUTS-TR dataset as the real-labeled data,

providing the pixel-wise real ground truth.
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Experiments
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Experiments
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Contributions
ü For the first time, we launch a new weakly-supervised SOD task based on hybrid

labels, with a large number of coarse labels and a small number of real labels as
supervision. To this end, we decouple this task into two sub-tasks of coarse label
refinement and salient object detection, and design the corresponding R-Net and S-
Net.

ü We design a BGA in the R-Net to achieve two-stage feature decoding, where the
guidance stage is used to introduce the guidance information from the RGB-image
guidance branch to guarantee a relatively robust performance baseline, and the
aggregation stage is to dynamically integrate different levels of features according
to their modification or supplementation roles.

ü In order to guarantee the effectiveness and efficiency of network training, from the
perspective of quantity allocation, training method and reliability judgment, we
design the alternate iteration mechanism, group-wise incremental mechanism,
and credibility verification mechanism.
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RGB-D Salient Object Detection



RGB CNN

Depth CNN

(a)

RGB CNN

Depth CNN

(b)

RGB CNN

Depth CNN

(c)

discrepant 
interaction 

mode R. Cong, et al. Cross-Modality Discrepant Interaction Network for RGB-D Salient Object Detection, ACM MM 2021

RGB Depth GT

How can we fully exploit the strengths of both modalities and provide clear guidance?



R. Cong, et al. CIR-Net: Cross-modality Interaction and Refinement for RGB-D Salient Object Detection, TIP 2022

cross-modality interaction and refinement mode under three-stream structure
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Motivations

• how to effectively integrate the complementary information from RGB
image and its corresponding depth map;

• how to prevent the contamination from unreliable depth information;



Our Method



Depth Potentiality Perception

• Most previous works generally integrate the multi-modal features from RGB and
corresponding depth information indiscriminately. However, there exist some
contaminations when depth maps are unreliable.

• Since we do not hold any labels for depth map quality assessment, we model the
depth potentiality perception as a saliency-oriented prediction task, that is, we
train a model to automatically learn the relationship between the binary depth map
and the corresponding saliency mask. The above modeling approach is based on the
observation that if the binary depth map segmented by a threshold is close to the
ground truth, the depth map is highly reliable, so a higher confidence response
should be assigned to this depth input.
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Gated Multi-modality Attention Module

• Directly integrating the cross-modal information may induce negative results, such as
contaminations from unreliable depth maps. Besides, the features of the single modality
usually are affluent in spatial or channel aspect with information redundancy.

• We design a GMA module that exploits the attention mechanism to automatically select and
strengthen important features for saliency detection, and incorporate the gate controller into
the GMA module to prevent the contamination from the unreliable depth map.



Gated Multi-modality Attention Module

single-modal perspective:
spatial attention

reduce the redundancy features
and highlight the feature
response on the salient regions

cross-modal perspective:
two symmetrical attention sub-modules

capture long-range dependencies
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Multi-level Feature Fusion

• Multi-scale Feature Fusion • Multi-modality Feature Fusion
Low-level features can provide more detail
information, such as boundary, texture, and
spatial structure, but may be sensitive to the
background noises. Contrarily, high-level
features contain more semantic information,
which is helpful to locate the salient object
and suppress the noises. Thus, we adopt a
more aggressive yet effective operation, i.e.,
multiplication.
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During the multi-modality feature fusion, we
consider two issues: (1) How to select the
most useful and complementary information
from the RGB and depth features. (2) How to
prevent the contamination caused by the
unreliable depth map during fusing.
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𝜶 is the weight vector learned from RGB and
depth information, 1𝑔 is the learned weight of
the gate as mentioned before.
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Loss Function

The final loss is the linear combination of the classification loss and regression loss:

classification loss:

regression loss :
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Experiments
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Contributions

a) For the first time, we address the unreliable depth map in the RGB-D SOD
network in an end-to-end formulation, and propose the DPANet by incorporating
the depth potentiality perception into the cross-modality integration pipeline.

b) Without increasing the training label (i.e., depth quality label), we model a task-
orientated depth potentiality perception module that can adaptively perceive the
potentiality of the input depth map, and further weaken the contamination from
unreliable depth information.

c) We propose a gated multi-modality attention (GMA) module to effectively
aggregate the cross-modal complementarity of the RGB and depth images.

d) Without any pre-processing or post-processing techniques, the proposed network
outperforms 16 state-of-the-art methods on 8 RGB-D SOD datasets in
quantitative and qualitative evaluations.





Salient Object Detection in Optical RSIs

Challenges

1 2
Sometimes, there is even no salient
region in a real outdoor scene, such
as the desert, forest, and sea.

Optical RSI may include diversely
scaled objects, various scenes and
object types, cluttered backgrounds,
and shadow noises.
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Challenges

a) First, salient objects are often corrupted by
background interference and redundancy.

b) Second, salient objects in RSIs present much
more complex structure and topology than the
ones in NSIs, which poses new challenges in
capturing complete object regions.

c) Third, for the optical RSI SOD task, there is only
one dataset (i.e., ORSSD [6]) available for model
training and performance evaluation, which
contains 800 images totally. This dataset is
pioneering, but its size is still relatively small.

[6] C. Li, R. Cong, J. Hou, S. Zhang, Y. Qian, and S. Kwong, “Nested network with two-stream pyramid for salient object detection in optical remote sensing images,” IEEE Trans. Geosci. 
Remote Sens., vol. 57, no. 11, pp. 9156–9166, 2019
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Relational Reasoning Encoder

We design a relational reasoning module in the high-level layers of the encoder stage to
model the sematic relations and force the generation of complete salient objects. This is
the first attempt to introduce relational reasoning in the SOD framework for optical RSIs.
Moreover, we innovatively employ relational reasoning along the spatial and channel
dimensions jointly to obtain more comprehensive semantic relations.

Graph Construction Graph Convolution



Multi-scale Attention Decoder

We propose a parallel multi-scale attention scheme in
the low-level layers of the decoder stage to recover the
detail information in a multi-scale and attention manner.
This mechanism can deal with the object scale variation
issue through the multi-scale design, while effectively
recovering the detail information with the help of
shallower features selected by the parallel attention.

Fusion

Left Branch Right Branch



Experiments



Experiments



Contributions

a) We propose a novel end-to-end relational reasoning network with parallel multi-
scale attention (RRNet) for SOD in optical RSIs, which consists of a relational
reasoning encoder and a multi-scale attention decoder.

b) We design a relational reasoning module in the high-level layers of the encoder
stage to model the sematic relations and force the generation of complete salient
objects. This is the first attempt to introduce relational reasoning in the SOD
framework for optical RSIs. Moreover, we innovatively employ relational reasoning
along the spatial and channel dimensions jointly to obtain more comprehensive
semantic relations.

c) We propose a parallel multi-scale attention scheme in the low-level layers of the
decoder stage to recover the detail information in a multi-scale and attention
manner. This mechanism can deal with the object scale variation issue through
the multi-scale design, while effectively recovering the detail information with the
help of shallower features selected by the parallel attention.



Future work

New attempts in learning based saliency detection methods, such as small 
samples training, un-supervised learning, and cross-domain learning. 

1

Extending the saliency detection task in different data sources, such as light 
filed image, RGB-D video, and underwater image. 

2

New ideas and solutions in saliency detection task, such as instance-level 
saliency detection and segmentation, saliency improvement and refinement. 
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